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This can be as basic as sculpting
with clay, mixing paint, or enlarging
a photograph; it is the transforma
tion of raw material into a work. But
we typically think of transformation
as acting on a preexisting object.
Trying to define transformation is
a daunting task in itself, and the
concept can quickly get away from
us. Understanding what transforma
tion is within the context of the arts
is almost too broad; instead we will
focus on how transformation is used
and how code can facilitate visual
transformations.
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These letters are distorted by applying the same algorithms
that CAPTCHAs (Completely Automated Public Turing test to
tell Computers and Humans Apart) use. A CAPTCHA is a type of
challenge-response test used in computing to ensure that the
response is not generated by a computer. A computer should
be unable to solve the CAPTCHA, so any user entering a correct
solution is presumed to be human.
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Transformation refers to the act of manipulat
ing a preexisting form to create something
new. It suggests a change in shape, behavior,
or context, but more imporfaritlyTft IndTcates
ITchanqeJivthe viewer'sjjdationship to the
object that has been transformed. Take, for
example, a common transformation used
in photography: converting a color photo
to black and white. This technically simple
transformation—it is available in every
digital camera, image-editing tool, and copy
machine—changes the photograph's appear
ance. Often, the black-and-white version
feels more emotional, timeless, and nostal
gic. In some cases, a grayscale conversion

Johns' use of wax encaustic as the medium
combined with a subtle use of transforma
tion imbues the work with a sense of
ambiguity. Is it critical? Playful? Both? The
repetition and stacking could imply motion,
perhaps though time, or simply represent a
play on geometric perspective.
As if to champion the importance of
transformation, Johns famously wrote a
prescription for art in his notebook:
Take an object.
Do something to it.
Do something else to it.

even enhances our perception of the image.
We see it as more important, and it reminds
us of a shoe box full of old photographs in
grandmother's attic or the work of countless
2I
«3
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u
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great photographers of the past.
By making reference to existing symbols

o

emphasizes our emotional connections.
Jasper Johns' 1958 painting Three Flags

V)

achieves this to great effect. The potent

<

symbol of the American flag is repeated on
top of itself and then scaled.

I

V

2000

This series of 3-D
human skulls was

created using computer
modeling techniques.
First the skull was
scanned and distorted,
then it was fabricated
using resin, bone, and

pigment to create an
unsettling series of
replicas.

Notebook [ND],

and schemes within society, transformation can alter our perception in a way that

s«
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skull(i), skull(ii),
skull(iii), skull(iv),
by Robert Lazzarini,

Jasper Johns,

Three Flags,
by Jasper Johns, 1958
Johns uses the repeti
tion and transformation
of a powerful symbol to
create ambiguity in the
mind of the viewer.
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GEOMETRIC TRANSFORM
Perhaps the most basic transformation
simply involves moving an object. We don't
typically think of movement as a type of
transformation, but moving eleme_nts_oround
is the most fundamental way to make
changes to a composition. Another familiar
transformatibfTiSTOtatfon. An object can be
rotated in any number of ways to change

Lynn, Animate

Form (New York: Princeton
Architectural Press, 1999), 11.

one axis; for instance, turning a photograph

use geometric transformations to create

on the wall to change which end faces up.
Three-dimensional objects, on the other
hand, can be rotated around any number of
axes. Another fundamental transformation
that has become familiar within everyday life
is scaling, but it is difficult to find instances
where objects can easily change their size.

smooth transitions between shapes. These
tweens, as they are called (an abbreviation
of in-between), take a predefined begin

opens up the possibility forj) number of

uses software to find new forms and

transfoTmMions that arejiot feasjblejnijreal
life. Objects can be sheared, stretched,

movements that appear when the program

o
li
en

is asked to find transitions between two
unlikely positions. Both of these creators

<
DC

highlight an important connection between
form and code; that code can be a source

I-

(see page 68). Each skull appears to have
been transformed using a technique called
anamorphosis, a type of visual distortion
made popular in the sixteenth century, in
which an object is manipulated so that it
can only be seen correctly from one vantage
point. The most famous example of this
technique is Hans Holbein the Younger's 1533
painting The Ambassadors, which features a
prominently placed, distorted skull that can
only be viewed in full when the painting is
viewed from the side. Lazzarini references
this disconcerting image; through the use

peometri rtransformation
Each S-D transformation
preserves some features
°f the original while
destroying or distort. ihg others.

by the co-presence of motion and force
at the moment of coneeptionT'Lrkeyyise,

the digital model to create an impossible
object—one that retained a morbid familiarity

the shapes to float
freely.

ning and end state, and they smoothly
animate the morphing of one into the other.
Architect Greg Lynn has used the interme
diate shapes of the tween, along with other
computer-animation techniques, as the
basis for an animate architecture "defined

they move further away.
^pp«^nttng4fnaees-and objects digitally

a 3-D scan of a human skull, and applied
a series of distortions and projections to

overtime. Changes
in the grid appear as
ripples of evolving
shapes in bright color.
Eventually, the grid is
ripped apart, leaving

special-effects software has had a pro
found impact on the work of film and video
artists, as well as architects and choreogra
phers. Many animation software packages

reflected, warped, and distorted. In his series
of skull sculptures, Robert Lazzarini used
techniques of transformation to create a pro
foundly unsettling installation at the Whitney
Museum of American Art. He began with

ElectroPlastique,
by Marius Watz, 2009
Inspired by the work of
Victor Vasarely, Watz
used a regular grid that
deforms progressively

onlooker to make sense of the objects.
The advent of computer animation and

its relationship to other objects around it.
Flat 2-D items can only be rotated around

In the real world, differences of scale are
typically seen through a series of multiples or
in perspective, as objects appear to shrink as
1 Greg

of digital techniques, he creates a series
of skulls that have no true vantage point.
He constantly puts the viewer pn guard,
in search of a perspective that allows the

DC

dance choreographer^/lerce Cunningham

of inspiration and it can help create previously unimaginable forms.

J
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The Invisible Shape
Things Past.
by ART+COM, 1995
The idea that a vide
can be imagined as e
physical object is 1

foundation for this
project. Because each
frame is flat and 2-D,
it can be stacked in
space to produce a 3-D
object that can then

be viewed from any
angle. As the camera
moves with a pan, tilt,
or turn, the frames
twist and turn, produc-

ing unexpected and
fascinating shapes,

nsform

NUMERICAL TRANSFORM
When an image or object is represented
in digital form, it must first be described in
numerical terms. This description allows
for countless new types of transformations.
While geometric transformations (discussed
above) require that objects be described
using coordinates, imaige-based transforma
tions are described using the numerical
terms of pixel values. We can apply math
ematical formulas to the values of each pixel,
such as color, brightness, and transpar
ency. This process weakens the connection
between the object being acted upon and the

2

D'Arcy Wentworth

Thompson, On Growth and
Form: The Complete Revised
Edition (Mineola, NY: Dover
Publications, 1992), 1027.

transformed version of it. For instance, scal
ing will only make an image smaller or larger,
but applying a mathematical function to the
pixel values may create something that looks
little to nothing like the original. For example,
in 1966, computer engineers Kenneth C.
Knowlton and Leon Harmon exploited this
feature of digital images to create Mural,
an image of a woman composed entirely of
engineering symbols. Each section of the
image was analyzed for its relative darkness
and then replaced with a symbol having an
equivalent tone. A similar technique is often
seen in so-called ASCII transformations in
which pixels are replaced with alphanumeric
characters to form an image.
Among the most useful mathematical
transformations are image filters. By looking
just at the numerical values of pixels, filters
can perform a surprising number of useful
operations, such as blurring, sharpening,
edge finding, and color conversion, to name
just a few. Two common families of filters are
called high-pass and low-pass filters. Lowpass filters dampen abrupt changes in value
so as to produce a smoother, blurred image,
and they are often used to reduce noise in
digital images. High-pass filters do just the
opposite; they preserve values with sharp
transitions and are usefut forsharpening
features inTmages and enhancing the edges
of elements.
In On Growth and Form, first published
in 1917, mathematical biologist DArcy
Wentworth Thompson described a way to

Mural (detail),
by Ken C. Knowlton and
Leon Harmon, 1966
A series of photographs
were transformed into
images composed of

engineering symbols.
Each point was repre
sented as a grayscale
value, then replaced by
a graphic symbol.

ASCII Bush,
by Yoshi Sodeoka, 2004
An ASCII-based filter
ing technique was used
to create a new version
of the State of the

Union addresses given
by former presidents
George W. and George H.
W. Bush. Sodeoka said
that he wanted to make
something "from the

debris of our culture
by recycling these
dreadful and pain
fully long presidenti
orations."

fejrowth

and fnra
D'Arcy Wentworth
Thompson, 1917

*n this book, Thompson
em°nstrated how a
series of geometric

and topological
transformations could
explain, even predict,
morphological changes
in animal species.

7S
apply mathematical formulas to study the
development of form in living creatures.
This science, which he termed morphology,
used a numerical description of form (simi
lar to the one discussed in this chapter) as
a foundation. In Thompson's words:
The mathematical definition of a 'form'
has a quality of precision which was
quite lacking in our earlier stage of mere
description....We discover homologies
or identities which were not obvious
before, and which our descriptions
obscured rather than revealed.2
By describing form in mathematical terms,
Thompson was able, through the use of
transformations, to find continuity in the
evolution of species. His work, however,
took a slightly different approach. Rather
than consider the transformation as acting
upon the form, he characterized it in terms
of the coordinate system in which the form
was described. For example, consider an
image printed on a piece of rubber; by
poking and stretching the rubber sheet,
endless variations of the original image can
be produced, but the connections between
each of them remain obvious. Thompson
would manipulate and transform images by
plotting them on new coordinate systems.
These included scaled and sheared grids,
systems based on logarithms, and polar
planes. Thompson was able to describe (in
mathematical detail) changes in the shapes
of bones from one species to the next, and
even make predictions about intermediate
species in evolutionary history.
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Wave Modulation,
by Jim Campbell, 2003
As a part of the
Ambiguous Icons
series, this work
reduces a video image

so that it can be
displayed on a coarse
matrix of LEDs . A
treated Plexiglas
panel placed in front
of the LEDs diffuses

the individual points
of light into a
ghostly image of ocean
waves . Over a period
of ten minutes, the
waves change from

undulating in real
time, to slowing down,
to a still image, and
back to their original
speed.
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a series of 2-D crosssections to create a
3-D form. Starting from
a single point at the
top, it grows downward
in steps. The shape

of each cross-section
is controlled using a
genetic algorithm to
change the lengths and
rotations of spokes
within each otherwise

circular section.
In essence, it uses
a transformation of
polar coordinates to
create a unique form.
An interactive software

version of Tuboid makes
is possible to navigate
and travel through the
form.

Malwarez.
by Alex Dragulescu,
2007
This project converts
the source code of
computer worms,

viruses, trojans and
the spyware to create
spyware into visual
3-D forms exhibiting
images. Dragulescu's
patterns found in the
software analyzes
code.
subroutines and memory
addresses stored in

bJ%^ltejn_[n2i2,
thi* keda> 2°08
in8tan a"udiovisual
s°Und f*
the
sPeav J"°m
loud
e
ra is converted
In

ln real-time to a
sequence of barcode
patterns displayed
on the monitors.
Ikeda explains:
"The velocity of

the moving images
is ultrafast, some
hundreds of frames
per second at certain
points, providing
a performance test

for the devices
and a response
test for visitors'
perceptions."
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TRANSFORMATION TECHNIQUE
IMAGE AVERAGING
The most compelling transfor
mations of images often
involve repetition. Image
averaging, for example, is one
technique for calculating the
median color or brightness
value for pixels contained in
an image. It then reassembles
those values into a composite.

netropolis.
by Michael Najjar, 2004
The netropolis series
combines multiple per
spectives of the same
city into images of

an imagined networked
future; shown clockwise
from the top: New York,
Berlin, and Shanghai.

Momenta
salav

0.

n Salav°n.

to

®°rat

8004

waging algoaets of oom-

lve

Photographs,

such as wedding
pictures or children
with Santa Claus, to
show the similarities
between these otherwise
unique moments.

By repeatedly combining
related images, one qan
expose behavioral norms,
reveal expectations, and find
new connections that were
less obvious when the images
were viewed as a series sepa
rated in space.
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TRANSFORMATION TECHNIQUE
SUI-SCANNING
scanning is a technique
mm udiisrorms the frames
of a video into an image to
convey the passage of time
or movement through space.
Although there are a number
of different ways to create
a slit-scan image, they all
involve one basic concept.
For each frame of a video,
capture a single column of
pixels (or a slit) to make a

very narrow camera. Then
recombine the columns
to create a single image.
Slit scanning can also be
used to create animations
that emphasize movement.
Perhaps the most well-known
example of slit-scanning
was executed by Douglas
Trumbull for Stanley Kubrick's
fj|m
2001: A Space Odyssey

iSi

Last Clock,
by Ross Cooper and
Jussi Angesleva, 2004
This project reinvents
the clock to display
the passage of time

as an image capturin,
the history of video
feeds in durations o
seconds, minutes, an
hours.

Uii^jrour
.scheduled
explore the vivid
and manic imagery i
broadcast televisi

The artists used
custom software to
collapse each frame
into a single column
of pixels, which they

projected onto a wall
as a steady stream of
color.

TRANSFORMATION TECHNIQUE
COLLAGE

ENGINEERING

Collage engineering com
bines a number of different
techniques for collecting,
modifying, and compositing
images and text. Some rely
on the digital representation
of texts and images and their
widespread availability on

Etitled,
Tom Friedman, 2004
PPlying physical conP ^ction techniques,
P*" edman used an algo-thm t0 disassemble and
Combine thirty-six

identical S.O.S. laundry
detergent boxes into a
single, larger box. It
transforms them into
something familiar, yet
quite different.

net.art generator
Series 'Flowers,'
by Cornelia Sollfrank,
2003
The net.art generator
(net.art-generator.com)

the Internet. Others focus on
classic collage techniques,
such as cut-ups, decollage
(in which an image or object
is cut or torn away to create
a new composition), and
assemblages.

asks viewers to enter
a search term for their
soon-to-be-realized
creation. It uses a
series of algorithms
to collect and combine

images to create a com
pletely unique web page
from many online
sources.

Untitled V.
Uy James Paterson, 2005
*aterson's Objectivity
®bgine software uses
random values to define
color, position,

and rotation of his
small drawings to make
a larger collage. Each
time the software
is run, a different
composition emerges

within the space of the
parameterized limits.

CODE EXAMPLES
SLIT-SCAN
As mentioned earlier, slit
scanning is a process for
transforming the frames of a
video into a singl
scans can produi
interesting visual effects and,
depending on th<

/
Download the code at http://fdrmandcode.com
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In this capacity, the designer is
no longer making choices about
a single, final object but creating
ajnatrix encompassing an entire
population of possible designs.
This is a move from thinking about
an object to thinking about a field
of infinite options. This involves
searching for and exploring a
population of designs that meet
certain requirements, behave in
particular ways, or fit the desires of
the designer.
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These letters use parameters to determine the size of each circle.
Working point by point, the program draws one circle at a time,
with the radius cycling between small and large. Because the
frequency of oscillation and circle size are both parameters, this
permutation is only one of an infinite number of possible results.

uneterize
Defined broadly, a parameter is a value that
has an effect on the output of a process. This
could be something as straightforward as the
amount of sugar in a recipe, or as complex
as the activation threshold of a neuron in
the brain. In the context of architecture and
design, parameters describe, encode, and
quantify the options and constraints at play
in a system. A common constraint might be
the budget available for a project, while a
configuration option might control color, size,
density, or material.

effect on form, repetition offers a way to
explore a field oLpossibfe designs for
favoxahle-varjations. Both visualization and
sjmuiatiocLreguire the use of parameters
to define the system, and they describe
how data or other inputs will influence the
behaviors of that system.

Identifying and describing the variable
elements in a process—be it a section of
tocJeTM^heTulisToT aTfadaist poem—is
called parameterization. This multistep
process requires that the designer decide
botjywhat canj:hange and the range of
possible values for each parameter. For
example, a designer can explore the effects
of different color palettes on a logo design.

LLI

N

In this case, the colors of the elements
within the logo are the parameters, and the
list of possible palettes defines the value
range. Parameterization creates_connections
jytween the inlentiomotdhe designer and
the system he or she is describing.
As a greater number of parameters are
identified and incorporated into a process,
the number of possible outcomes also
increases. Imagine each parameter as defin
ing an axis on a graph, and a parameterized
system as defining a space populated by
potential design states (resulting from a com
bination of specific values being assigned
to each parameter). As a simple example,
consider a rack of T-shirts. Each shirt on the
rack is a different size and color, and we can
say that the "large, green shirt" is the design
state when the size parameter is large, and
the color parameter is green. But it is just as
easy to imagine a "large, red shirt," as being
exactly the same as a "large, green shirt,"
just in a different color.
Thinking about parameters provides_a
bridge between repetitien-afrd-tfansfofmation. as well as visualization and-simulation.
While transformation describes a parameter's

Geno Pheno Sculpture
"fractal Dice No. 1" ,
by Keith Tyson, 2005
A statement released
for the exhibition
of this sculpture

declared, "An algo
rithm written by the
artist determines what
will be on view in
this new exhibition."
The subsequent rolls

of a die determined
the parameters of the
sculpture, including
the color, depth,
and position of each
element.

BSjJamet.ers
• Parameters—
B^-dius and. number of
*e8ments—are varied to
•freate a wide range of

different forms. This
is a minimal system,
but it shows the power
of parameters for
exploring form.
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Flatware,
"by Greg Lynn,
2005-present
This fifty-two-piece
flatware set was
designed "by mutating,

"blending, and evolving
a "base form: a bundle
of tines and a webbed
handle. These special
ized utensils , includ
ing obscure pieces such

as a mustard spoon and
bon bon server, belong
to a larger family of
forms, with each being
a variation of the
others.

Parameterize

Phare Tower,
byMorphosis, 2008
The Phare Tower
is a design for a
sixty-eight-story
skyscraper in Paris.

Software developed bySatoru Sugihara was
used to iteratively
develop, test, and
refine the structure
to address multiple

parameters essential
to the design. These
images show how the
software was used to
design the following
systems; shown from

left: optimization for
solar performance,
panel-dimension optimi
zation, and panel-angle
analysis.
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COMPOSITION SYSTEMS
The desire to construct a system for compos

others resulted from events outside of their

ing images, rather than making a single

control. They invented systems from which

image, has a long history in modern art.

an infinite number of unique works could

Marcel Duchamp's 3 Standard Stoppages

(and did) emerge. This way of working is

from 1913-14 is an early and fascinating

summarized well by Sol LeWitt's statement:
"The idea becomes a machine that makes
the art."2

example. To create this series of objects, he
dropped a string, measuring 1 meter, from a
height of 1 meter to define a curve. Defined

within his Large Glass to define the shapes

More carefully determined systems
include grids for composing pages in
books, magazines, websites, and for post
ers. They allow each page to be unique,
while still relating to every other page. For
example, the Unigrid System, designed

of the bachelor figures. A contemporary

for the U.S. National Parks Service (NPS)

of Duchamp, Jean Arp, produced collage

in 1968 allows each park (Yellowstone,
Yosemite, etc.) to have a unique brochure
suited to its needs while also allowing the
NPS to maintain a strong organizational

by gravity, this ephemeral curve and the
twisting of the string as it fell was then cut
out of wood and used as a template for other
images. For example, the curves were used

works, such as Untitled (Collage with
Squares Arranged According to the Laws
of Chance), by scattering the elements onto
a page. Perhaps the clearest, most iconic
presoftware examples are the mobiles of
Alexander Calder. In these sculptures, shapes
relate to one another through fixed connec
tions, under the weight of gravity, but they
are so well balanced that the wind can move
the elements to shift their positions. Umberto
Eco wrote of these objects:
Each of his works is a 'work in movement'
whose movement combines wfth that of
the vieweiTTFieorettcally, work and viewer
should never be able to confront each
other twice in precisely the same way.
Here there is no suggestion of movement:
the movement is real, and the work of art
P"" " — -

Umberto Eco, The Open
Work (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1989), 86.
Alexander Alberro and Blake
Stimson, eds., Conceptual
Critical Anthology
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
2000), 14.
3

Interview with Khoi Vinh:

•s!jP|//www.theqridsystem.

?lS/2009/articles/interview^5Qih^khoi-v|nh/.

Arc of Petals,
by Alexander Calder,
1941
This mobile is composed
of a well-balanced
set of relationships

between shapes. Some
of these relationship:
are constant; others
change in response to
air currents.

r-H^traction. com,
y Khoi Vinh, 2000-09
ere are many different

but°UtS °n ^is website,
J Vinh uses an eightoiumn grid to give the

-id

is a field of open possibilities.'
Experimental writers Tristan Tzara and
William S. Burroughs introduced innovative,
unpredictable operations as methods of
writing, and Jqhn Cage used randomness
as a fundamental technique for musical
compositions.
While it's clear that these early compositional systems relied heavily on chance,

identity. The Unigrid System is a flexible,
open framework that allows individual
designers to make their own decisions
about layout while working within a
larger system. Subtraction.com, which is
the website and blog of Khoi Vinh (the
art director of NYTimes.com) is a more
contemporary example. A grid system
applied to a website allows for hundreds,
even thousands of pages to be generated
based on a single structure. Vinh cites
Josef Miiller-Brockmann and Massimo
Vignelli as influences, and he makes direct
links between the history of the grid within
print design and how it transfers to the
web. Speaking about grids in an interview,
he said:
Ajyjd-system-fs-neLjust-a^et-afxu les
toJoNow...but it's also a set of rules
to play off of—lo_break, even.-Given
the right grid—the right system of
constraints—very good designers can
create solutions that are both orderly
and unexpected.3

these artworks are important within the
context of parameters in that each of their
creators defined a set rules where some
elements were selected by themselves and

same structure to each
variation.

Variation Example,
by Emil Ruder, 1967
Emil Ruder's book
Typographic shows how
a highly constrained
set of elements can be

used to generate a wide
range of compositions.
Using only one line and
one dot, he diagrams
thirty-six unique
compositions. He makes

a point to write that
his variations are
"only a fraction of
the almost unlimited
possibilities."
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VARIABLES

Ken Perlin greatly impacted

the computer graphics world
with his invention of Perlin
Noise in 1985. This method for
generating textures is widely
used in computer graphics
to create visual effects like
smoke, fire, clouds, and organic
motion.

In any system or set of rules, there exists the

computer, randomness is a useful tool

potential for variation. Though the primary

for finding interesting variations in a

variation of form present in a Calder mobile
comes from the unpredictable interaction
of natural forces, it is still possible to get an
even wider field of possibilities by chang
ing other parameters in the system. These
include the lengths of the rods, weights of
the objects, and positions of the connections.
A compositional system built out of 1-foot
(0.3-meter) rods will look and behave very
differently than a system made of 1-meter
(3.3-feet) rods.

parameterized system. Random values can

When the value of a parameter can
change, we call this a variable. Variables

be used to emulate unpredictable qualities
of our physical reality and to generate
unexpected compositions. Though not as
random as a toss of the dice, code provides
a more flexible way to create random
values. Sequences of random numbers
can be generated in such a way that each
number in the sequence differs only slightly
from the last; this technique aids in the
simulation of natural effects like wind,
waves, and rock formations.4 Although
using random numbers to find interesting
variations is not an efficient way to discover
every possible form, it does provide a way
to explore an exhaustively large parameter
space in order to get an idea of possible

dan be distinguished from constants, whose
values cannot change, such as the force
of gravity; or constraints, whiciLare fixed in
response to the requirements of theproject,
such as cost or available materials, and
provide boundaries that define the edges of
a design space. The creation of a mobile, for

outcomes. Even in a small system that
uses only three parameters, each of which
has a value from zero to 100, there are a

example, may be constrained by the size of
the room it will hang in and the need for it to

million possibilities—far more than one can
explore methodically.
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be light and strong enough to hang from the
ceiling. Though all three of these parameter
types will effect the range of possible forms,
the variables can be considered as the
primary axes of variation. The artist changes
•
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the variables, either by hand or with code, in
search of interesting outcomes.
Sometimes the variable's value will only
makes sense within a certain range. Consider
the tuning knob on a radio; only frequencies
within the range shown on the dial are valid.
It is conceivable that a radio could use values
outside of this range, but the results will
be unexpected, and certainly won't sound
like radio. Defining the range of valuesjs
one way that designers can assert their
aesthetic sensibilities in a parameterized
system. Perhaps not all values will look good
or create interesting results. Much like the
dial on the radio, the range can be refined to
produce a narrower, but more pleasing field
of variations.
As with the compositional systems in
use prior to the invention of the personal

proximityOfNeeds,
by Lia, 2008
Lia provides controls
at the bottom of the
screen, so viewers can
change the parameters

of her software and
therefore change how the
forms grow. She controls
these parameters live
in her audiovisual
performances.

Mortals Electric,
by Telcosystems, 2008
This sophisticated,
live audiovisual
performance has more
parameters than can be

manually controlled.
It balances direct
control with an auto
mated context-aware
system to produce a
stream of sonic and

visual events that move
"beyond the expectat i ons
of its creators.

l&iEace,
Tarry Cuba, 1979
combined a set
ta, Uine ITles with
lve
®
symmetrical
ter» arrangements

to create a mesmerizing
animation. The whiteon-black scheme creates
optical illusions,
figure-ground rever
sals, and after-image

effects. The parametric
organization of the
software allows for any
of the tiles to be com
bined with any of the
patterning schemes.
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by Erik Natzke/ 2008
Natzke creates his
images with custom
drawing software that

allows him~toBtuiiii
parameters on and
off while he draws
on-screen.

Bp^HTed landscape,
ean-Pierre Hubert,
^^e, PlaPe of the lines
t«i3 image were

generated entirely from drawing is impossible
code, and drawn onto
to reproduce in a book.
paper by a mechanical
The rich lines of the
plotter. The physical
pen' s marks and the
quality of this dense
high-quality paper

have an essence that
cannot be duplicated
using modern printing
processes.

CONTROL
Parameters are often used to create a system

old television set to tune the picture, in this

that generates optimal variation within a

model, the designer first creates the system
and defines the parameters, then inputs

given set of constraints. These constraints
can be semifixed, meaning that they provide
a boundary for the field of variations, but
the constraints themselves can be changed
when necessary. The most common example
of this type of constraint is the cost of
producing a variation. For example, a CNCmilling machine is a cost-effective digital
fabrication technique, but most machines
are not capable of producing shapes with
undercut areas. The CNC bit sits on a
computer-controlled arm that descends onto
the material, so it can only remove the mate
rial on top. A parametric design system might

and encode the designer's preferences
or certain outcomes into the system. Less
strict than a constraint, this allows flexibility
in the range of possible variations, while
encouraging the system to generate solu

cut. The constraint is semifixed, because it

want to connect the height of the staircase

is always possible to use a different, more
costly fabrication technology if necessary, or

to the height of the ceiling, so that if the
ceiling height changes, the staircase will

m
|sj

if the budget allows.
When the architecture firm SHoP

adapt to the new values. The space of possible staircases is coupled to the properties

I—I
^

Architects was commissioned by the Federal

of a single variation of the ceiling. This type

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to

of controlled coupling allows the designer
to experiment and explore a field of pos-

yj
S

sibilities, while simultaneously controlling
related forms. In this way, parameters can

^
^

tion of readymade structures and parametric

be used to control things like proportion

q_

design techniques to quickly create an inter
esting, cost-effective form. The architects

and scale without giving up the freedom

restore a vital pedestrian connection that was
lost after September 11, they used a combina

wanted the exterior cladding of the bridge
to let light in during the day and allow it to
shine through at night, but also to discourage
sightseers from stopping on the walkway.
These programmatic constraints were com
bined with time and budgetary concerns, as
well as the fixed geometry of the readymade
bridge structure. Taking all of these elements
into consideration, they were able to create a
pattern using only a small number of unique
pieces that gave the feel of a much more
complex system.
In contrast to using random numbers to
explore a field of possible designs, paramet
ric systems can be controlled to determine
the final form and to meet specific needs. In
something akin to turning the knobs of an

augmenting a prefabri
cated structure.

and optimize the final output. Taking this
one step further, it is possible to quantify

any design model that requires this type of

design a bridge in Lower Manhattan to

in the shortest pos
sible time. They used
parametric techniques
to meet these require
ments and to create an
interesting system for

and adjusts specific settings to control

tions that the designer likes.
Though parametric control is often
understood in terms of numbers and vari
ables, complex and unpredictable forms
can be achieved by linking the parameters
of multiple elements together. For example,
an architect designing a staircase might

take this into consideration by eliminating

Rector Street Bridge
#1, by SHoP Architects,
2002
SHoP Architects was
asked to design and
construct a bridge

107

to try different permutations.
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Using parameterized
algorithms to generate form
involves an exploratory
process of searching through
a field of designs to find inter
esting variations. As a result
of this process, each variation
is likely to appear related to
but different from other pos
sible versions. Depending on
the number of parameters and
the range of possible values,
these resemblances can be

subtle or extreme. When used
in conjunction with repetition,
these techniques allow artists
and designers to straddle the
boundary between creating
serial editions and one-ofa-kind pieces. By presenting
multiple versions, one-of-one
works operate as singular
pieces, but at the same time
provide a window into the
complexity of the system used
in their creation.
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SCUMAK no. 2,
by Roxy Paine, 2001
Paine's machine resembles industrial production equipment, but it
produces idiosyncratic

blobs of polyethylene,
rather than mass-market
consumables. A software
program controls the
process: folding layers of material to

subvert the idea of mass
production and produce
a series of unique,
appealing objects,

? Manfred Mohr, S004
ex
SOf.| Plains that his
sut
"selects a
Ub3et of cubes from a

repertoire of 42,240
cubes inherent to the
11-d hyper-cube." Each
image offers a view of
the geometry through
a window, as the

structure rotates in
eleven dimensions.
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Biomimetic Butterflies, each parameterized to
by The Barbarian Group, generate variety while
2007
preserving family
These wing patterns
resemblances.
were created using
custom algorithms,
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PARAMETER TECHNIQUE
VARIABLE FONTS
Since their invention,
systems of writing have
always been implicitly
parameterized; the intro
duction of software has
increased these possibilities.
In ancient cuneiform writing,
each symbol was made
from a pattern of wedges
impressed in clay. Changing
the parameters, such as the
quantity or size of the spaces
between wedges, defined
which character was writ
ten. This parameterization
persisted to some degree
in contemporary typefaces,
but the Univers type family
designed by Adrian Frutiger
in 1954 was a landmark in
this respect. Univers is a
system of twenty-one related
fonts, designed around the
parameters of width, weight,
and slant. The fonts range
from Univers 39 Thin Ultra
Condensed to Univers 83
Heavy Extended, with Univers
55 Roman as the base font.

-443

Programming legend Donald
E. Knuth's Metafont language
from 1979 is a logical exten
sion of Frutiger's plan. As
the first fully parameterized
software typeface, Metafont
was capable of generating
letters of every width and
weight, because each was
defined by a geometric
equation. This idea was
further commercialized by
Adobe, with their Multiple
Master (MM) technology. Like
Metafont, an MM font such
as Myriad or Minion could
generate any width or weight
according to the parameters
set up by their designers. It
remains an open question
as to whether this kind of
typographic flexibility is
needed or even feasible,
given that Adobe stopped
producing MM faces in favor
of the OpenType format.
Nevertheless, this typo
graphic quest was continued
by LettError's Superpolator.
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Scriptographer,
by Jurg Lehni,
2001-present
This plug-in is used
to write scripts for
Adobe Illustrator.
In this example, the

Scriptographer program
was used to calculate
the motion paths (shown
in red) for Hektor, a
computer-controlled
spray-paint device.

Superpolator,
by LettError, 2007
This software inter
polates typographic
glyphs between multiple
axes. Eor example,
a simple font could

be generated using
weight and width axes.
A more intricate setup
could have an axis for
x-height, ascenders,
descenders, weight, and
contrast. Superpolator

provides an interface
for easily navigating
these axes and for view
ing the changes through
animation.

T"|
Enrico Bravi, Mikkel
Crone Koser, and Paolo
Palma, 2004
pbis orthographicProjection typeface

system provides control
over the 3-D view,
height, width, depth,
thickness, and color,
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Puppets:

EqwM EqwiPUM E*mst» BoschCriff*

Animations:

jFtoMirql C*U E*t2 Crispy Closod Flylnq D«y BooRoo Sorotch S«r.toh2

Pjppc! Settiags:
Puppet: Spidorcrsb
Zoom:

Undo
Redo
£_ Interactive X? Animation
1 O
0.750 <
*

Animation Sen
Animation: Float inq
Amplitude:
Speed:
Stiffness:
Thickness:

0400
1 000
O.JOO
I 000

Save

Save As

SpidtrPUnt P«oquin Lueinu* Mosquito

PARAMETER TECHNIQUE
CONSOLE
A console is a set of controls
for electronic or mechanical
equipment, such as cars,
airplanes, radios, and milling
machines. The structure of the
console has migrated to soft
ware interfaces. For example,
many computer games have
a dense set of controls at the
bottom of the screen, allowing
players to monitor and control
the status of the game. The
values controlled through a
software console are linked to
variables within the program;

^ Help

Delete

Member SettingsMember:
Angle:
Angle Amplitude:
Angle Speed:
Angle Offset:
Angle Stiffness:
Scale:
Scaling Amplitude: 0.000 4
Scaling Speed:
1.000 *
Scaling Offset: r^OOOO
Layer

they allow the state of the

• 2D UNROLLED VIEW
• SMOOTH PREVIEW

III I I •» I'l Hl| I —
Y DIVISIONS OUTSIDE
Y DIVISIONS INSIDE

HEIGHT
RADIUS
MflH THICKNESS

PuppetTool,
by LeCielEstBleu, 2002
The console on the left
of this software tool
controls a menagerie of
screen-based puppets.

It offers the abiity
to reconfigure and
distort the motion and
connections between
the limbs.

by Yunsil Heo and
Hyunwoo Bang, 2008
The behaviors of the
aquatic creatures in
Oasis have over thirty

parameters that can be
tuned to change their
behaviors. As part of
the design process,
this console allows
users to modify the

procedural animation
while it runs.

Cycle.
hy Nervous System,
2009
This
is

console interface
a jewelry design

tool for controlling
a mesh structure and
subdividing cells
without editing the
code directly. The

resulting geometry can
be 3-D printed as a
ring or bracelet.

program to change without
rewriting the code. Users can
manipulate the program, even
if they don't know how to pro
gram; and programmers can
view changes immediately
without stopping the program,
changing variables in the
code, and restarting. Consoles
are used as interfaces for a
wide range of tasks, includ
ing for designing buildings,
flying a simulated airplane,
or building avatars for online
communities.

CODE EXAMPLES

The first step in creating a
parameterized design is to
decompose the form into
variables. A simple, parameterized chair has variables for the
dimensions of the seat, the
height of the back, and the
thickness of the frame. One
unique chair exists for each
set of variable values. The
design space is the range of
all possible chairs that can be
generated within the system.
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^ CODE

CHAIR

Once the parameters have^l
been identified, they can
used to draw the chair, ancr
after a value has been set |D
for each variable, the codq*.
responsible for translating™
those values into lines andU
shapes will display the ch "
on-screen. Choosing valuilo
each parameter at randontj£
one way to explore unexp^ed
chairs within the design spSfte
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Parameters are powerful tools

The pattern begins with

a row of rectangles, each

...w
can think about more than just

-..ynny
slightly irotated
utaicu lu
to a
a random
fciUUUI!l
angle. The rotation of each

H

^
1.

J
|
v

n
^

the individual objects—in this

row is determined by the rota-

case a rectangle

tion of the rectangle above it.

\\^

consider how a population of

At first, the rotations proceed

_

those objects could combine

clockwise, but to prevent

to create a larger form. Here,

overlap, the direction reverses ,

the rotation of each rectangle

if the new rotation value is too ^

is linked to the rotations of

large or small,

and instead

its neighbors. This type of

Download the code at http://formandcode.com

parameterization lends itself

to the creation of complex
cno,com
patterns.
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Consider New York City's elaborate
subway system. The New York City
subway map organizes the com
plexity of this transit system to help
passengers navigate from one loca°o tion to another. The visualization
removes unnecessary geographic
information ancTadtfs information
related to train schedules and trans
fers. The system is still difficult to
traverse, but the map's visual clarity
makes it manageable. Maps are an
early form of visualization—maps
of the stars were created before
recorded history—but they are only
one among a myriad of techniques
available to designers. Visualization
also helps communicate abstract
information and complex processes.
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These letters were created using a particle system. The particles
are attracted to a unique position within a set of interrelated
points and, over time, they move toward a single point. This
software demonstrates the potential for data visualization to
bring clarity to an otherwise chaotic system.

Visualize
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tsualize

1Stuart

K. Card, Jock

Mackinlay, and Ben
Shneiderman, Readings in
Information Visualization: Using
Vision to Think (San Francisco:
Morgan Kaufmann, 1999), 1.

People have a remarkable ability to under
stand data when it's presented as an image.
As researcher Stuart K. Card says, "To under
stand something is called 'seeing' it. We try to
make our ideas 'clear,' to bring them into
'focus,' to 'arrange' our thoughts."1 Like written
words, visual language is composed to con
struct meaning. Our brains are wired to make
sense of visual images. In contrast, it can take
years of education to develop the ability to
read even the simplest article in a newspaper.
The fundamentals of visual understanding,
originally pursued by Gestalt psychologists in
the early twentieth century, are now
researched at a deeper level within the field
of cognitive psychology. The findings of this
research have been communicated within the
visual arts by educators including Gyorgy
Kepes, Donis A. Dondis, and Rudolf Arnheim,
as well as through the work of visualization
pioneers such as William Playfair, John Tukey,
and Jacques Bertin. Data presentation tech
niques that combine our innate knowledge
with learned skills make data easier to under
stand. In The Visual Display of Quantitative
Information, Edward Tufte presents a data set
and representation that supports this claim.
Compare the tabular data to the scatterplot
representation to see how the patterns
become immediately clear when presented in
the second format.

10.0
8.04
8.0 6.95
13.0 7.58
9.0 8.81
11.0 8.33
14.0 9.96
6.0 7.24
4.26
4.0
12.0 10.84
7.0
4.82
5.0 5.68

Edward R. Tufte, Visual

Ijxplanations: Images and
|Quantities. Evidence and
Narrative (Cheshire, CT:

Graphics Press, 1997), 45.

isometricblocks,
by Ben Fry, 2003
Fry worked closely with
researchers at the
Broad Institute of MIT
and Harvard to create

this visualization of
human genome data. It
visualizes single let
ter changes (SNPs) of
the genome data for
approximately 100

people. It transitions
fluidly between com
mon representations for
viewing the same data,
therefore revealing the

relationship between
each technique.

lai

DATA INTO FORM

10.0
8.0
13.0
9.0
11 .0
14.0
6.0
4.0
12.0
7.0
5.0

8.74
8.77
9.26
8.10
6.13
3.10
9.13
7.26
4.74

In his book Semiology of Graphics:
Diagrams, Networks, Maps, Bertin presents
another clear example of the communica
tive power of visual representation.
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The maps of France on the left and right
both present the same sociographic data,
divided by canton (a French territorial sub
division). The representation on the right
replaces each number with a circle sized to
correspond to the numerical value. We can
spend time analyzing the left map to see
where there are concentrations of larger
numbers, but on the right map we instantly
comprehend the increased density in the
upper left.
In the same book, Bertin introduces
a series of variables that can be used to
visually distinguish data elements: size,
value, texture, color, orientation, and shape.
For example, a bar chart distinguishes
data through the height of each bar, and
different train routes on a transit map
are typically distinguished with color. For
visualizations using only one variable, each
element can be used in isolation. For multi
variate visualizations (containing more than
one variable) elements are combined.
When applying form to data, there are
always questions about goodness of fit,
meaning how well the representation fits
the data. Visualizations can mislead as
well as enlighten. As Tufte warns in Visual
Explanations: Images and Quantities,
Evidence and Narrative, "There are right
ways and wrong ways to show data;
there are displays that reveal the truth
and displays that do not."2 In Bertin's
maps of France, the goodness of fit of the
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Vinec,
"by Catalogtree, 2005
This graphic shows data
for 10,000 cars cross
ing a bridge between
the cities of Arnhem

and Nijmegen in the
Netherlands between
07:36 and 09:13 am.
The horizontal axis
for each unit shows the
distance between the

vehicles and the ver
tical axis shows the
difference between the
measured speed and the
speed limit.

blocking Diplomats,
Catalogtree, 2008
between 1998 and 2005,
jjipiomats in New York
1ty were responsible
or 143,703 parking
Vlolations.

This visualization
shows each violation
at its location within
the city, with the
United Nations at the
epicenter.
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Ben Shneiderman and

Catherine Plaisant, "Treemaps
for space-constrained visual
ization of hierarchies,"
http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/
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representations reveals information hidden
within the data. Because each piece of data
derives from a particular canton, associating
that data with its location on a map allows us
to see regional patterns. Presenting the data
in a table that is organized alphabetically
would not reveal this pattern. By applying the
same visualization technique to a different
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Newsmap,
by Marcos Weskamp,
2004-9
The Newsmap visual
izes the changing

landscape of the Google
News aggregator. The
interface allows users
to view the news from
one or more of eleven

countries and to view
articles from seven
categories.
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•®rian Johnson, 1991
This visualization
^ePiots the file con
tents of a networked

refined as designers use them in diverse
contexts.
A treemap is a visualization that utilizes
nested rectangles to show the relations
between one or more data elements. They
are effective because they allow for easy
2-D size comparisons. The story of the first
treemaps, from their origin to the present,
is documented by the technique's origina
map—a map of Europe, for example—would
tor, Ben Shneiderman, a professor at the
also not work as well. The Bertin map works
because each canton is roughly the same
University of Maryland.3 The first treemaps
size, but the size differences among European were developed in 1991 as a way to show
the memory usage on a computer hard
countries would dilute the visual patterns
drive. After subsequent applications and
needed for interpretation. In this case, the
further development, the public at-large
data is tightly linked to a source (geography),
was introduced to treemaps by Map of the
but in other instances data can be more
abstract, such as when revealing patterns
Market, an Internet application created by
in language. The visualization techniques
smartmoney.com in 1998. This applica
tion introduced the innovation of making
that follow in the next section present other
options for revealing patterns in data.
the tiles close to square, rather than using
There are hundreds of distinct visualiza
the thin tiles of previous treemaps, to
tion techniques that can be organized into
increase legibility. The circular treemap
categories,jncluding tables, charts, diagrams, technique explored by interface designer
graphs, and maps. When creating a new visu Kai Wetzel in 2003 pushed the form of
treemaps even further. Wetzel worked on
alization, one techniqueds^selected instead
this representation as one of many ideas
of another based on the organization of the
for a Linux operating system interface. He
data and whalTbe-visualizatio.ni£jri£antJp
recognized that the approach wastes space
convey. Data representations that commonly
appear in newspapers, such as bar charts, pie and the algorithm is slower, but the aspect
ratio of each node is the same. The 2004
charts, and line graphs, were all developed
before people relied on software; in fact, most Newsmap application by Marcos Weskamp
applied treemaps to the headlines of news
commonly used data representation tech
niques are only useful for representing simple articles compiled from the Google News
aggregator. The treemap representation
data (1- and 2-D data sets). These techniques
makes is easy to see how many articles are
are automated within frequently used soft
published within each news category. For
ware tools such as Microsoft Excel, Adobe
example, the visualization makes clear that,
Illustrator, and related programs. Visualizing
in England, the highest volume of published
information, once a specialized activity, is
articles is world news rather than national
becoming a part of mass culture.
stories, while in Italy, the reverse is true. By
Writing new software is one approach to
move beyond common data representations.
2007, through the refinement of these and
New visualization techniques emerge as
other initiatives, the treemap technique had
researchers and designers write software to
become so ubiquitous that it was used in
fulfill their growing needs. The treemap tech the New York Times with the expectation
that a general audience can understand it.
nique is a good example to demonstrate the
origins and evolution of a new visualization.
It also shows how techniques often arise
The era of modern data analysis began with
within a research group and are visually
the 1890 U.S. Census. The Census Bureau

computer's hard drive
that is shared hy four
teen people. It shows
who was using the most
space and which large
files (represented

"by large rectangles)
could be deleted to
make space.

Circular Treemaps,
by Kai Wetzel, 2003
Like the origi
nal Treemaps, this
visualization also
depicts file space on
a hard drive. In this

variation, the age of
the file is shown with
color. Red is applied
to new files and the
oldest files are a soft
yellow.
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DYNAMIC FILTERS
realized that the population was growing so
quickly that, using their existing analysis
method, the newly collected data would be
out of date by the time it was evaluated.
Herman Hollerith was commissioned to build
a machine to automate the process. He suc
ceeded by developing punch cards to store
data and a machine to read them. Since that
time, computing machines have enabled an
unprecedented ability to acquire data. Today,
it's no longer possible to rely solely on static,
paper representations. The deluge of data
created by the information age has made
new forms of software analysis necessary.
When there is more data than can be
viewed at one time, it's necessary to limit the
amount that is displayed. This process is
called filtering or querying. An internet search
is an act of filtering. The internet is such a
large data source that to get value from it,
search terms are used to limit what is seen at
any given time. A tool for filtering can provide
different levefsjjf control often correspond
ing to its use at a basic or expert level. For
instance, when searching the web, it's pos
sible to make a simple search where only
keywords are input, but it's also possible to
select a broad range of criteria such as file
type and date to further refine the results.
A real estate database is a good example of
a large data set that becomes more useful
with a filter. It doesn't make sense to look for
all available listings for apartments, houses,
and condominiums if you're only looking for
one of the options. A tool like this becomes

letter C reveals the historic popularity of
Christopher and Charles. Further inputting
an A and T reveals that Catherine is the
most popular name that begins with Cat
and also shows the relative obscurity of
Catalina and Catina, among others.
A group of photographs is also a data
base that may be filtered and navigated.
The proliferation of online digital photo
graphs has created a fascinating data set
to be explored through image searching.
Jonathan Harris's The Whale Hunt is an ele
gant example of navigating a large series of
images. He travelled to Alaska to participate
in a whaling expedition with a family of
Inupiat Eskimos. He took 3,214 photos from
the time he left New York City to returning
home nine days later. By default, the images
are presented sequentially, but he also
allows viewers to navigate in other ways. It's
possible to jump to any image in the time
line, pause, and change the pace. But more

City, Alaska, the Patkotak family house), or
a member of the cast (e.g. Abe, Ahmakak,

Finder, developed by Christopher Williamson

Andrew). After one or more selections are

at the University of Maryland, was an early

made, the image sequence is automati
cally edited and the story told through the
images is changed to reflect the filters.

is accessed through a dynamic filter. The
project presents a simple way to discover the
popularity of nearly 5,000 baby names used
in the United States from the 1880s to the

with that letter. Type
an additional letter
to further narrow the
search.

When a letter is typed, the search narrows
to reveal only those names that begin with
the specified letter. For example, typing the

price, size, or neighborhood. In fact, a 1992
research project called the Dynamic Home

example of a continuous visualization that

each year. Names are '
selected by clicking on
its band or by typing.
Type a single letter
to refine the search to
only names beginning

and has since become less common. The
interface begins with a stacked-graph
representation of all names in the data set.

even more useful to search by a specific

by Laura and Martin Wattenberg. It's a clear

States from the 1880s
to the present. The
thickness of each
name's color band
shows how many babies
were given that name

present. For example, by typing the name
Deanna, we see this name originated in the
1920s, reached its peak in the late 1960s,

interestingly, it's possible to select a subset
of images based on categories. By using
a fluid and clear interface, images can be
filtered according to a concept (e.g. blood,
boats, buildings), context (e.g. New York

prototype for such a system.
Another example is the NameVoyager

NameVoyager,
by Laura and Martin
Wattenberg, 2005
The NameVoyager shows
the popularity of baby
names in the United
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The Whale Hunt,
"by Jonathan Harris,
2007
The Whale Hunt is an
experimental interface for storytelling.

Viewers may rearrange
the photographic ele
ments of a story to
extract multiple substories focused around
different people,

places, topics, and
other variables.

Ssjecret liwa
^umbers,
G°lan Levin w
7rtin Watte,,i„.r
°nathan Jeinter
SfHy Wynecoop,
Pfefilashoff,

David Becker, 2002
This web-based project
reveals the relative
popularity of every
integer between zero and
one million according to
their frequency on

web pages. The interface
allows for exploration
of this massive data set
and provides a novel
lens for viewing social
patterns. Levin states,
"Certain numbers, such

as 212, 486, 911, 1040,
1492, 1776, 68040,
or 90210, occur more
frequently than their
neighbors because they
are used to denominate
the phone numbers,

tax forms, computer
chips, famous dates,
or television programs
that figure prominently
in our culture. "

-430

NAVIGATION

concupiscence
physical attraction!
sexual desire

\l
—#

lo

concupiscence
physical attraction

Some early forms of data navigation might
have included flipping through clay tablets,
moving through a room painted with hiero
glyphs, and rolling and unrolling a scroll.

data navigation. In Neuromancer, published
in 1984, he wrote about "rich fields of data"

Early books improved upon scrolls because

and described a vision of cyberspace: "A

they allowed the reader to move quickly

graphic representation of data abstracted
from the banks of every computer in the
human system."4 Although Gibson's world

between sections in the text and could
4

William Gibson,

Neuromancer (New York: Ace,
1984)751.

turbulence
Erinyes

Sturm una

Dranj

upheaval

Viewpoints: Using point-of-

violence

view to enable understanding
of information," http://sigchi.

wildness

org/chi95/Electronic/documnts/
|8hortppr/lss_bdy.htrn.

vehemence

rage

slowly. Despite thousands of years of refine

was fictional, a related real-world concept
was developed by designer Lisa Strausfeld
in 1995. She describes her software,

ment and the widespread proliferation of

Financial Viewpoints, as follows:

numbers, and table of contents developed

furiousness
fierceness

data on pages. The unique tool for looking

Imagine yourself without size or weight.

at and navigating pages on the web is the

You are in a zero-gravity space and you

hyperlink, a link from one page to another.

see an object in the distance. As you
fly towards it, you are able to recognize

Ted Nelson coined the phrase hypertext in
the 1960s to describe this concept. Since that
time, designers and researchers have pushed
forward this and other innovative navigation
concepts by writing software.
As an example, imagine the data inside
a thesaurus. There's a list of thousands of
words in addition to all of the relations from
each word to others. To explore this data, you

Lisa Strausfeld, "Financial

madness

be smaller and therefore easier to carry.
Book conventions such as the index, page

look up one word, which you may then follow
to another, and so on. Even the small amount
of time needed to hunt for the next word
can break the flow. The Visual Thesaurus
software, written byThinkmap, makes

Visual Thesaurus,
by Thinkmap,
1998-present
When a word is select
ed, a new set of related
words emerges. In these
images, follow the path

memorization technique Method of Loci,
sometimes called a Memory Palace, places
information inside imagined rooms within-the

parts of speech (verbs,
nouns, etc.) are colorcoded. Try it at
www.visualthesaurus.
com.

ferocity j
fierceness

tion about net assets and overall return
statistics. You continue moving closer.
Suddenly you stop and look around.
The financial portfolio is no longer an
object, but a space that you now inhabit.
Information surrounds you.5
At that time, Strausfeld was a research

ware applications. David Small, another
researcher in the group, used software
to present large bodies of text within a
single navigable environment. His Virtual

that are thousands of years old. The ancient

from love to passion
to rage to fury to vio
lence. Related words
are connected with gray
lines and antonyms are
connected with reddashed lines. Different

pass through an atmosphere of informa

communications, through the use of soft

Spatial navigation is an emerging tech

fury

move closer. As you near the object, you

disappear. The interface allows the user to

nique for exploring data, but it has roots

hysteria

veys that the portfolio is doing well. You

that relate to it, while the former relations

additional layers of nonrelevant information.

craze

this distance the form of the object con

assistant in the Visible Language Workshop

but avoids overwhelming the senses with

delirium

the object as a financial portfolio. From

navigating language relations a more fluid
experience. The software shows a network
of words related to the currently selected
word. Clicking on one of the outlying words
makes it the center, and new words appear

see the context around the current selection,

ferocity

frenzy

The sci-fi novels of William Gibson
introduced intriguing concepts for spatial

the Internet, we're still scrolling and viewing

passionateness

Eumenides
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(VLW) at the MIT Media Lab. The research
group was directed by Muriel Cooper,
who set out to discover what graphic
design could mean in the new era of

Shakespeare presents the entire works of
William Shakespeare within one continu
ously navigable space. From the long view,
only the names of individual plays, such as
Hamlet and Henry V, are visible, but as you
zoom closer, the acts come into view as

mind to enhanceTecall by associating data

rectangular textures, and finally it's possible

with a mentally navigable space.

to read the dialog and stage directions.
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Turn melancholy forth to funerals^mirtl1'
The pale companion is nDt for our pomp.
UExit Philostrate]]
[pi5«ij

WfrSoKj

BOTTOM

Avtiygoodpiete()fwofk,ltouit»ollim|1

With pomp, with triumph,and with revelling.

m«ry. Now good Peter Quince, call tunh vour aci.m
by the scroll. Masicrs. spread yourselves.

MHEnter Egeus and his daughter Hermia, andLysanderand Demetrius]
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30QLTNCE
Answer as I call you. Nick Bottom,the weaver?

egeus

"TinHNffSfWffHfflKNOwl

THINK

Mi's: Lamentable Comedy)
Jnti W°K Cruel
ofPyrjr
and
Most
Death ul"
Pyramut and Thid*.

H'PPolyta 1 wooed thee with my sword,
And won thy bye doing thee injuries.
But 1 will wed thee in another key
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Happy be Theseus, our renowne dDuke.

Ready. Name what pari I am lor. and proceed.
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theseus

QUINCE
You, Nick Bottom, arc set down for Pyramus.

Thanks, good Egeus. What s the news with thee.'
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40
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40 What is Pyramus.' A lover or a tyrant

Full of vexation come I, with complaint
Against my child, my daughter Herma
Stand forth Demetrius. My noble lord,
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Obama and John McCain
Algorithms were
applied to the live
images and closed cap
tions to dynamically
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This software was
written for use with
live performances dur
ing three presidential
debates between Barack

:

FOR 5 TTIEIRL PEOPLE.

ReConstitution,
by Sosolimited (Eric
Gunther, Justin Manor
and John Rothenberg),

»

Ibecal

.stake

•^ v

visualize the way lan
guage was used during
the debates.

Utilizing software's
ability to dynamically
scale typography,
Small presents all of
Shakespeare's plays

within a navigable
environment. Prom far
away, each play looks
like a column of lines.
As you navigate clos
er, each character's
dialog is revealed.

Financial Viewpoints,
by Lisa Strausfeld,
1995
Strausfeld defines her
project as "an experi
mental interactive 3-D
information space that

spatially and volumetrically represents
a portfolio of seven
mutual funds. A 3-D
point of view is used
to represent context,
and context shifts

in the information to
allow users to view
multiple representa
tions of the informa
tion in a continuous
environment."

IQUE

a single, static image or it
can be an animated image
that combines data through
motion. By using time as the
ordering principle, changes
become clearer.

VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUE
TIME SERIES

A time-series visualization
shows data collected over a
long period within a single
image. It compresses many
moments into a single frame.
A time-series image can be

each
malog
jjlish
guage
lingle
ne.

a single, static image or it
can be an animated image
that combines data through
motion. By using time as the
ordering principle, changes
become clearer.

This image repre
sents part of the
Neil Armstrong quote,
"That's one small step
for man, one giant leap
for mankind. "
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VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUE
NETWORKS

As social, political, and
technical networks become
denser and more complex,
widespread interest in visual
ization is growing. Provocative
visualizations help us to bet
ter understand the sometimes
invisible relationships that
affect our world. Network
diagrams frequently include
two types of elements: nodes
and connections. A node is an
individual element (a person,

wife

country, or computer) and
connections show relation
ships between the nodes.
Visualizations help us to see
different types of networks:
centralized (star), decentral
ized (hybrid), and distributed
(grid or mesh). These different
organizations were elegantly
diagramed in 1962 by Paul
Baran, one of the conceptual
architects of the Internet.

WSKV ,-5sr-.

Station
Centralized

•#

V

I
The Internet Mapping
form to the Internet.
They captured the pub
Project,
lic's imagination; from
by Bill Cheswick and
left: color is applied
Hal Burch, 1998
in relation to the dis
These images were the
first attempts to assign tance from the test
host, as a function of
an appropriate visual

Power Structures,
the network address,
colored by the top-level by Aaron Siegel, 2008
domain (the black areas
These drawings build
are .mil sites) and by
on the work of Mark
the Internet service
Lombardi, an artist who
provider.
depicted crime and con
spiracy information as

visual networks. It is a
relational database ar.l
mapping tool that alloWS
users to contribute data
and draw relationships

Bjinitasking.
toy Schoenerwissen/
[OfCD, 2002
®ith the rise of
internet file sharing,
|
the duo of Anne Pascual
and Marcus Hauer built

Minitasking to reveal
the ad hoc networks
created through the
Gnutella network, a
peer-to-peer proto
col for sharing files.
Data fed into the

visualization as the
transactions occurred,
revealing the struc
ture, filenames, and
rhythm.

Decentralized

&
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VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUE
DYNAMIC MAPS

Most maps show many layers
of information within a single
surface. For example, a single
map might show the locations
of roads, landmarks, topo
graphy, and political borders.
Because the sophisticated
language and representation

Wographic Tub« Map (click

of maps are so familiar, they
provide a good foundation for
additional layers of informa
tion. Adding changes in time
and geometric distortion are
effective ways to push the
conventions further.
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Population inye^',cE

Fruit export

Worldmapper.org, 2006
In these cartograms,
information is com
municated through
deformations in the
size of each territory
represented in the data

"being mapped. For exam
ple , in the map rep
resenting Coal Power,
the territory size
shows the proportion of
worldwide electricity
generated from the coal

produced there. Because
the United States pro
duces a high amount of
energy from coal, its
size is proportionally
larger than countries
that produce a smaller

amount. This type of
map helps the viewer
see differences imme
diately; clockwise from
top, the maps show:
tourist expenditure,
coal power, population

in the year 1 CE, fruit
exports, and child
labor.

gipressing Velocity,
r Masaki Fujihata,
>94
A 3-D map of Mount
Fuji was distorted by
the GPS data gathered
from Fujihata's ascent

(middle) and descent
(bottom) from the mountain. The decreased
climbing speed near the
summit is reflected in
extreme distortion at
the peak.

Travel Time Tube Map,
by Tom Carden, 2005
This map reimagines the
draftsman Henry Beck's
classic Underground Map
as a malleable space.
It warps to show the

time between stations,
rather than simply
their order. When a
station is selected,
it becomes the center
of the diagram and all
of the other stations

are organized into con
centric rings showing
travel times from that
place.

Visualize

VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUE
MATHEMATICS VISUALIZATION
Images were created to
think about mathematics
long before computers were
invented to calculate and
visualize. For instance, Euclid
(circa 300 BCE) constructed
diagrams to show relation
ships between geometric
elements and physical
models. A paper model of
a Mobius strip and a glass
model of a Klein bottle can
make these intriguing sur
faces approachable to a
wider audience, beyond those
who understand the equa
tions behind them. Before the
era of the personal computer,
the Mathematics exhibition,
created by the Eames Office
in 1961, presented diagrams,

143

objects, and machines to
demystify basic mathematical
principles. Mathematica is
also the name of a powerful
program used within the
sciences for calculations and
visualizations. This program,
along with other software
development projects, cleared
the path to new categories
of mathematics visualization,
including the popular fractal
images of the Mandelbrot set.
Mathematicians, artists, and
architects are actively mining
the structures of numbers and
equations to produce visual
images for pleasure and
insight.
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Superformula,
by David Dessens, 2008
Dessens has been using
the superformula since
2006 as a basis for
his dynamic visual

compositions and ani
mations. The graphic
forms depicted in this
image were generated
using that equation.

pPF:2003:V:A:997141,
by Kenneth A. Huff,

2003

Using the properties of
prime numbers to deter
mine the base struc
ture, Huff adds the

dimensions of depth,
texture, and lighting
to create fantastic
forms. A different
prime number determines
the length of each
unique segment.

Algorithmic
Visualizations,
by George Legrady,
2002-5
These images are cre
ated from mathematical
equations that have

their origins in imageprocessing algorithms.
Legrady "shapes" and
"massages" the equa
tions to affect their
visual expression.

CODE EXAMPLES
SUPERFORMULA

The superformula was first
described by Johan Gielis in
2003 as a way to mathemati
cally generate a wide variety
of forms found in nature. The
form generated by the equation
can be controlled by setting
the values of a few key param
eters. The verdict is still out as
to whether the superformula
actually describes processes
in nature or simply produces a
good imitation of them.
The first step to create a
basic 2-D form based on the
superformula is to set the

values for the parameters
named m, n1, n2, and n3. The m
parameter changes the num
ber of petals on the final form,
and the n parameters affect the
shape and size of the petals.
The equation for the superformula is based on a circle.
Finding the position of each
point in the final form requires
iterating around the degrees
of a circle, from 0 to 359, and
plugging the angle and param
eters into the equation.

Download the code at: http://formandcode.com

CODE EXAMPLES
SUPERFORMULA

The superformula was first
described by Johan Gielis in
2003 as a way to mathemati
cally generate a wide variety
of forms found in nature. The
form generated by the equation
can be controlled by setting
the values of a few key param
eters. The verdict is still out as
to whether the superformula
actually describes processes
in nature or simply produces a
good imitation of them.
The first step to create a
basic 2-D form based on the
superformula is to set the

values for the parameters
named m, n1, n2, and n3. The m
parameter changes the num
ber of petals on the final form,
and the n parameters affect the
shape and size of the petals.
The equation for the superformula is based on a circle.
Finding the position of each
point in the final form requires
iterating around the degrees
of a circle, from 0 to 359, and
plugging the angle and param
eters into the equation.

Download the code at: http://formandcode.com
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From watching Hollywood movies,
we all know that software's ability
to simulate the real world is
improving. The clothes worn by
simulated characters flow like
the real thing, the hair on cartoon
animals is fluffy and bouncy, and
the quality of light in fully rendered
scenes is atmospheric and natural.
These technical achievements
present an interesting aesthetic
question. Is modeling the natural
world with precision the ultimate
goal of software simulation? In
some situations, the answer is a
definite yes; for example, scientific
weather and traffic simulations are
only useful when they are realistic.
Within other domains, such as

L.

design, architecture, and art, high
fidelity is less important than the
final experience. Bending the rules
can create something unexpected

^
^
™

a"nd"sublime. Simulatiorrcan be a
preciselool, but also a foundation
for something beyond.

^
^
</>

These letters simulate an idiosyncratic human hand. They were
created by drawing curves, from a given point to one of its near
est neighboring points, rather than directly to the next logical
point. This demonstrates the computer's ability to use ordered
and systematic processes to produce the opposite result.
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Everyjsimulation has three parts: variables,

system: a simulation of a world. What

a system, a n d. ajtate A A variable is a value
that represents a component of the simula

happens when the top hits a wall while
spinning? Does it fall over? What happens

tion. A system is a description of how the

when it moves from a smooth to a rough
surface? Does it slow down? You can start

variables interact. The state of the system is
the values of the variables at any given time.
This becomes clearer through an example:
a simulation of a spinning toy top. The first
step is to realize there are an infinite number
v

" ^ of variables for simulating anything. Beyond
shjie most significant aspects of any object
or system, there is an infinite amount of
1 miniscule details that may have profound
i effects. For example, no two tops are totally
identical. How do we measure the affect of a
small dent that changes the rotation ever so
slightly? How do we measure the difference

to imagine how complicated a software
simulation can become.
Though simulations often make use of
parameterization, these two techniques
have some important differences. Whereas
patwneierization allows for precise, topdown control of iorm: simulation involves
battoro-np-mechanjsms that make it very
difficult to predict how a particular system
will behave. Each iteration will have differ
ing results, which may not be obvious from

in behavior when the top is new, rather than

the description of the system. Simulation
is the creation of the possibility of form.

\ i

old and worn? To make a software simula
tion, it's necessary to select a finite number

Whetliertfifigned to reproduce the natural 1 ,
world or to generate novel and unexpected

of variables from an infinite number of
options. For a simple top simulation, perhaps
the revolutions per minute (RPM), the angle,
the diameter, and the height are sufficient.

forms, it is this very open-ended quality
that makes simulation such a powerful
technique.

1 5
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(For simplicity, let's ignore the fact that a per
son needs to give the top its initial energy.)
All software simulations run as a series of
time steps. The simulation starts at the first
step, then the values are recalculated for the
second step, and so on. In the simulation of
the top, the state is composed of the values
of the four variables at a specific step. The
RPM and angle change constantly until the
top comes to a stop, but the diameter and
height are constant.

As friction on the bottom of the top causes
it to slow down, the angle changes so it tilts
closer and closer to the ground. Eventually,
at a certain ratio of speed to angle, the top
falls over.
This simulation becomes more interest
ing and complicated when we add another

Being Not Truthful,
"by Ralph Aminer and
Stefan Sagmeister, 2006
A virtual spider web
with the sentence
"Being not truthful
works against me"

is woven into it and
projected on a wall.
As viewers pass by,
the web is torn apart,
sticking to the
viewer's shadow, only
to be reconstructed a

short time later. The
fragility of the web
"serves as a metaphor
for the vulnerability
of the maxim and the
effort to perpetuate
it."
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MODELING PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
To gain a deeper understanding of the world
around us often requires rigorous experi
mentation and testing. In the sciences, the
theory-to-experiment cycle can take years

1

David Owen, "The Anti-Gravity

Men," The New Yorker, June
25, 2007.

structure." It is hung
from the ceiling and
constructed from over
5,000 aluminum rods
whose lengths dimin
ish as they reach the
ground, creating a

structure that "is more
rigid at the bottom and
more flexible at the
top."

to materials or design. The building was
constructed in two parts, and Arup was

systems, and to test our current knowledge.

tory for testing new ideas. For example, a

For example, the first computer-generated

Japanese supercomputer built in 2002

film simulated a satellite orbiting the Earth.

called Earth Simulator was designed to

It demonstrated that a satellite can be stabi

imitate weather systems. The Earth

lized so that one side will always face Earth.

Simulator allowed researchers to enter

The film, titled A Two-Gyro Gravity-Gradient

real-time climate data, then speed up the

Altitude Control System, was made by
Edward Zajac at Bell Labs in 1961.

clock and see the cumulative effects hun

Much closer to home, simulations in the
field of physics that focus on gravity and the
interactions between objects have become
a part of everyday life. Many of the most suc

simulations work to expand our under
standing by providing a sandbox for testing

cessful video games feature the realism of
the worlds they portray. With such accurate
worlds, it is possible to create games with
truly lifelike environments, which, in turn,
allow game developers to loosen some
restrictions on what the character can do.
Rather than restrict how the player can get
from point A to point B, these games give the
player the freedom to find other routes and
use objects in the environment in new ways
to achieve the goal at hand.

meticulous description ofJiowThings work
lincfThterrelate. If there is an error in the
assurTipflons, the simulation will look
strange or behave incorrectly, which in turn
requires more testing and experimentation.

simulate how forces and loads move through
virtual structures. Based on the outcome, the
model is modified and the simulation is run
again until an optimal combination of struc
ture and material is found. The CCTV Tower
in Beijing, designed by Rem Koolhaas's firm
Office for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA)
and built by the engineering firm Arup, went
through years of detailed simulation to
ensure that the building could stand and
survive an earthquake while maintaining its

environment to create a
structure whose "con
nections are flexible
locally, but within
an overly redundant
network of forces they
perform as a rigid

quake so that adjustments could be made

able to calculate the time of year (late

engineering. These tools allow engineers to

at the Whitney Museum
of American Art, this
piece represents a
dialog with Fuller's
necklace dome. The
piece was generated in
a simulated physical

would react in the event of a large earth

or decades. Often, the system we want to
test is too large, too complex, too distant, or
the time scales are too large to effectively
test a hypothesis. Computers and code have
offered a new way to explore these and other

The ability to simulate physics has had
a substantial impact on architecture and

Transformation of a
Necklace Dome,
by MOS Architects, 2008
Created for the
Buckminster Fuller:
Starting with the
Universe retrospective

-i&i

autumn) and time of day (five o'clock in the
morning) when conditions would be ideal
for connecting the two halves.1
Simulations can also become a labora

dreds of years in the future. These complex

the effects of different actions on the sys
tem. Building such a simulation requires a

Will Wright's SimCity is one of the most
popular games of all time. The objective of
the game is to create and manage a suc
cessful city. To do so, the player can control
zoning and taxes, construct buildings,
roads, and railways, and respond to natural
disasters. Constructing a large city takes
time, and players often work on the same
city for years. SimCity lets the player experi
ment with a staggeringly complex system,
going so far as to offer scenarios based on
real-world cities in times of crisis. Playing a
game as complex as SimCity requires the
player to become intimately familiar with
the assumptions underlying the simulation.
To be successful, he or she must put aside
all preconceived ideas about public policy
and learn what actions are rewarded in the
game. Some have argued that SimCity
encodes certain biases toward policies like

unique shape. The simulations, created by

rail transportation and environmentalism.

Arup, tested how every part of the building

In the context of a game purporting to be

options for stabilizing
A Two-Gyro Gravitya communications satel
Gradient Altitude
lite so that one side
Control System,
always faces Earth.
"by Edward Zajac , 1961
Zajac created this
computer-generated film
at Bell Labs to explore

The Incredible Machine,
by Sierra, 1992
The Incredible Machine
is a video game based on
Rube Goldberg contrap
tions. The player must
arrange a set of odd

objects—such as mice in
cages, cannons, or con
veyor belts—to create
a machine capable of
achieving a goal such
as lighting a candle.
The game uses a simple

physics-based engine to
simulate interactions
between the machine's
parts, as well as with
environmental effects
like air pressure and
gravity.
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an accurate simulation of the real world, such
biases, intentional or not, can have a power
ful effect on the beliefs and habits of the
players.
The complex processes behind many
fascinating natural phenomenon have been

II

in their ability to create a wide variety of
patterns, from butterfly wings to zebra
spots. The relative simplicity of the system,
in which one chemical compound activates
another, which in turn inhibits the first,
adds to this allure.

described in equations and procedures,
making them ideal for exploration in code.
Fractals are a perfect example of a naturally
occurring phenomenon that has been
explored in depth using computers. In 1978,
while working for Boeing, computer graphics
researcher Loren Carpenter first started using
fractal geometry to create complex and
realistic artificial landscapes from simple and
elegant processes. First, a rough landscape
is created out of large triangles, then each
triangle is broken into smaller triangles, and
each smaller triangle is broken down again,
and the process repeats recursively until a
realistic terrain emerges. Carpenter went
on to use these techniques to create a fully
computer-generated sequence of an alien
planet for the 1982 film Star Trek II: The Wrath
of Khan.
One of the most fascinating biological
phenomena to be discovered and described
in mathematical terms is the reactiondiffusion system. In 1952 Alan Turing, one of
the pioneers of computer science, turned his
attention to the problem of morphogenesis:
how a fertilized egg turns into a fully formed
animal. Turing's novel approach described
the problem in terms more familiar to physics
than biology. Fie described the problem as
one of symmetry breaking, and eventually
developed equations for some of the
problem's simpler aspects. Fie was, however,
limited to mathematical expressions that
would be computable using only a pencil
and paper, and he speculated that perhaps
one day a computer would be capable of
solving the problem using more complex
mathematics. Twenty years later, scientists
Flans Meinhardt and Alfred Gierer fulfilled
this prophecy and used the computer to
continue and expand on Turing's work.
Reaction-diffusion systems are incredible

Personliches Wagnis
(top), Unabweisbare
Gefahr Nr. 6 (bottom),
by Gerhard Mantz, 2009
Mantz began making
digital 3-D models

as prototypes of his
sculptures, but he
pushed further into
creating software-based
landscapes as metaphors
for psychological

states. Simulated
light, atmosphere,
and water are used to
express emotions.

SimCity 2000,
byMaxis, 1993
Players design, "build,
and manage cities by
determining every detail
of planning and urban

development. SimCity,
released in 1989, was
the first in a long
line of simulation
games leading up to the
release of The Sims in

2000, which simulated
development of a species,
the day-to-day life
from a microorganism to a
of suburbanites. Will
space traveler.
Wright later released
Spore in 2008, in which
the player controls the
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Print magazine cover,
by Karsten Schmidt of
PostSpectacular, 2008
A reaction-diffusion
system was used to
create the cover for

the August 2008 issue
of Print magazine.
A 3-D form was made
using code; it was
then fabricated using
a 3-D printer.

MSRSTP (Multi-Scale

by Jonathan McCabe,
2009

McCabe created imag
ery reminiscent of
biological structures
by employing several
reaction-diffusion
systems.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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The history of artificial intelligence (Al) is a
tortured one. The mid-1950s saw an explo
sion of research and speculation on the
possibility of creating artificially intelligent
Hubert L. Dreyfus and Stuart

machines. The development of the computer

E. Dreyfus with Tom Athanasiou,

was a central catalyst, pushing Al research
forward at a breakneck pace. At first, prob
lems were being tackled so quickly that
Al pioneer Marvin Minsky was quoted as
saying, "Within a generation...the problem
of creating 'artificial intelligence' will sub
stantially be solved."2 By the 1970s, however,
progress in Al had slowed and funding for
large, expensive projects was getting scarce.
Nevertheless, progress has continued, and

2

Mind Over Machine: The
Power of Human Intuition
and Expertise in the Era o/
the Computer (New York: Free
Press, 1986), 78.
3

Rodney Brooks, "Cog Project

Overview," 2000, http://www.
ai.mit.edu/projects/humanoidrobotics-group/cog/overview.
html.

Al software is common in fields as diverse as

A>

lower layers and vice versa. Brooks calls this
subsumption architecture, and it has had a
large impact on robotics and Al in general.
For example, one layer might be concerned
with avoiding obstacles, on top of that could
be a layer that directs the robot toward a
goal, and on top of that might be a layer that
is interested in faces. When the highest level
finds a face, it tells the lower layer where it
wants to go, which in turns is responsible for
the actual moving, all the while the lowest
layer is actively looking out for obstacles in
the robot's path.
All discussions of Al pose problems of
embodiment. These problems concern
philosophical questions like the existence of
a mind-body split, to more practical ones of
how a computer or robot can sense the world

2002

A pair of wall-mounted
robots try to learn how
to rotate by moving
their inner actuators

and changing their
centers of gravity.
Popp's aim is "to find
self-adapting algo
rithms that feel and
learn the robot's body
behavior. The two robots

are 'born' with the
same 'empty' programs,
which then must form
themselves according
to the specific body
characteristics of each
robot."

Loops,
by The OpenEnded Group,
2008
Loops is a real-time
generative animation
built with motion-

of researcher Cynthia Breazeal and the
Personal Robots Group at the MIT Media
Lab has taken this research in new direc
tions with the development of the Nexi
Mobile/Dexterous/Social (MDS) robot. MDS
robots are designed to learn about and
engage in human social interaction. Nexi

most interesting feature is its expressive
head and face, which are capable of a
wide range of emotions, including sadness,
anger, confusion, excitement, and even
boredom.

capable of anything we might term intel
ligent, while others are concerned with

having some control over inputs on the

Micro.Adam and Micro .
Eva, by Julius Popp ,

sorts of representations."3 The current work

researchers imagine fully sentient beings

driven processes, with higher-level layers

is equipped with a face
capable of expressing a
wide range of emotions
that reveal its inner
state.

body in order to be able to develop similar

has a small body, which allows it to move

planning, pattern finding, and social interac
tion. Robotics researcher Rodney Brooks
broke new ground in the 1980s by focusing
on behavior-based systems, what he calls
Cambrian intelligence. Brooks's robots are
constructed of multiple layers of behavior-

Nexi,
by the Personal Robotics
Group at MIT Media Lab,
UMASS Amherst, and
Xitome Design, 2007
This MDS (Mobile/
Dexterous/Social) robot

around it. When Brooks developed the
robot Cog, he designed it to be somewhat
human in appearance, with video-camera
eyes and a face. Looking at the problem
of embodiment face on, he argues, "If we
are to build a robot with humanlike intel
ligence then it must have a humanlike

banking and medicine.
The goals of Al are varied. Some

specific activities such as game playing,

.m
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capture data from the
performances of dance
choreographer Merce
Cunningham. The soft
ware uses a complex
action-selection

sm to interpret
the motion data to cre
ate stunning visual
imagery. Each point
chooses how to interact
with nearby points, how

freely and pick up objects, but perhaps its

LLI

Video games are another significant
area of exploration in Al. Even simple
games like tic-tac-toe may be used to test
novel approaches to creating intelligent
behavior. The defeat of chess grandmaster
Garry Kasparov to IBM's Deep Blue super
computer in 1997 received widespread
media attention, however, chess is not
the only or even the central interest for
game-playing Al. Video games designed
for consoles and computers are one of
the most visible and active areas of Al
development. Though the goals are often
more restricted than in academic research,
games offer an environment to test many
key problems: planning, reacting to events
in the real world, and interacting with
and moving through an environment. For
example, Al game characters are expected
to look and act like real players; they must
execute complex attacking behaviors while
protecting themselves from counterat
tacks and responding to input from the
player in a believable way that also drives
the narrative forward. The 2005 Monolith

to move, and how to dr
itself. The creators
explain, "Our basic
idea was to make the
points that construct
the hands of Loops

'autonomous'—so that
these points are, to a
limited degree, live
'creatures.'"

to
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Productions game F.E.A.R. was notable for
the sophisticated Al control of the game's
characters. Opponents can spontaneously
act as a team, providing cover fire for one
another and moving around to flank the
player. A different approach to game Al
is found in Fagade, created by Procedural
Arts in 2005. In this game, the player is a
guest invited to dinner by a married couple.
As the evening progresses, tension in the
couple's relationship forces the player to
make choices that have a direct effect on
the behaviors and lives of the characters.
Unlike a simple branching structure, like a
classic Choose Your Own Adventure book,
the characters in the game change their
behaviors based on the actions of the player,
thus affecting the moment-to-moment flow
of the narrative.
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Since the first days of Al, researchers
have searched for ways to imbue comput
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ers with the spark of creativity. In contrast to
systems focused on reasoning and deduc
tion, these projects explore strategies for
creation. Programs such as Douglas Lenat's

seed "g" designed
by hand and given
to the program

9

designed by the
Letter Spirit program

•
9 •

using seed letters
"b,c,e,f,g"
designed by
hand by Douglas
Hofstadter to be in
the same style as

\W

the "g"

4

Douglas R. Hofstadter, Fluid

Concepts & Creative Analogies:

last thirty years, the
software has advanced
from drawing basic geometric forms to human
figures, from black
and-white drawings to
color prints.

consistent style seen in AARON's images
suggests that the rules used to compose,
choose colors, and evaluate its drawings
are an increasingly accurate encoding of
Cohen's own ideas about composition.
A different approach to the problem
of artificial creativity is found in the work
of the computer and cognitive scientist
Douglas R. Hofstadter. In the late 1970s,
Hofstadter set out to model the mecha
nisms of creativity in a computer. His Fluid
Analogies Research Group created soft
ware to solve seemingly trivial problems,
such as finding the rule for a number
sequence and solving anagram puzzles.
In contrast to traditional computational or
Al techniques, Hofstadter's team tried to
mimic their own mental processes of solv
ing these puzzles; the software was
designed to repeat the mental back-andforth of coming up with ideas and trying
them out until the solution is found. One
program, Copycat, tried to find novel analo
gies between sequences of letters, and
use those analogies to generate new
sequences. This work eventually led to the
project Letter Spirit. Hofstadter explains:

software is Harold Cohen's AARON. Cohen

The Letter Spirit project is an attempt
to model central aspects of human
creativity on a computer. It is based
on the_belief thatja«a1fvtty-is-atLauto-

programmed AARON to create drawings,

-matic outcome of the existenee of suf-

which have been displayed at numerous

ficiently flexible and context-sensitive

museums including the Tate Britain in

concepts....The specific locus of Letter

London and the San Francisco Museum of

Spirit is the creative act of artistic letter-

Modern Art. He has worked on AARON since
1973, continually adding features and

design. The aim is to model how the 26

expanding its capabilities. The software has

can be rendered in many different but

progressed from black-and-white outlined

internally coherent styles. Starting with

shapes to scenes of people posing and

one or more seed letters representing
the beginnings of a style, the program

dancing surrounded by colorful vegetation.
AARON is fully automatic and produces

lowercase letters of the roman alphabet

Fundamental Mechanisms

images with no human interaction. Cohen

will attempt to create the rest of the
alphabet in such a way that all 26 letters

of Thought (New York: Basic

recently added reflectivity to AARON so that

share that same style, or spirit.4

Books, 1996), 407.

the program monitors the image as it's

Computer Models of the

AARON,
by Harold Cohen
1973-present
The AARON software
creates original drawings based on the rules
encoded in it. Over the

Automated Mathematician, written in 1977,
tried to generate mathematical theorems
from basic principles, while in 1983 William
Chamberlain and Thomas Etter's Racter
program was made famous when it
was credited with writing the book The
Policeman's Beard Is Half Constructed.
Perhaps the most famous piece of creative

created and alters how it applies its
coloring rules based on what it finds. The

Letter Spirit,
by Gary McGraw and John
Rehling with Douglas R.
Hofstadter, 1996
Letter Spirit used a
two-by-seven grid of

lines to create let
ters. Given a few seed
letters, the program
attempts to generate
the entire alphabet in

the same style as the
seeds.
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ARTIFICIAL LIFE AND GENETIC ALGORITHMS

0 0 1 1 001 1

1 10 01100

00111100
Mutation

00110011
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5

Steven Levy, Artificial Life: The

Quest for a New Creation (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1992), 5.
9

Richard Dawkins, The Blind

Watchmaker: Why the Evidence
of Evolution Reveals a Universe
without Design (New York:
Norton, 1996), 59.
7

Kevin Kelly, Out of Control:

The New Biology of Machines,
Social Systems & the Economic
World (Reading, MA: AddisonWesley, 1994), 266.

is the ability to go through thousands of
generations (or more) within seconds rather
than thousands of years.
The potential of genetic algorithms to
evolve visual form was pioneered by the
evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins,
through software he wrote for his book
The Blind Watchmaker: Why the Evidence
of Evolution Reveals a Universe without
Design, published in 1996. He created the
software to demonstrate his belief that the
Artificial life...is devoted to the creation
diversity of life on Earth is the result of a
and study of lifelike organisms and sys
process of evolution involving the gradual
tems built by humans. The stuff of this life
accumulation of small changes. His soft
is nonorganic matter, and its essence is
information: computers are the kilns from ware experiment produced results that far
exceeded his expectations. He wrote,
which these new organisms emerge. Just
"Nothing in my biologist's intuition, nothing
as medical scientists have managed to
in my 20 years' experience of programming
tinker with life in vitro, the biologists and
computers, and nothing in my wildest
computer scientists of a-life hope to cre
dreams, prepared me for what actually
ate life in silico.s
emerged on the screen."6 Using only muta
tion and a simple genome of nine genes
Since its origins in the early 1980s, a-life
(or parameters), Dawkins generated
researchers have developed simulations
shapes, one step at a time, that emerged to
based on many kinds of flora and fauna,
look remarkably like complex organisms
ranging from cells to trees to insects to
(trees, insects, amphibians, mammals) from
mammals. Within the visual arts, these
the starting point of a single pixel. In the
simulations are the foundation for new ways
words of author and Wired magazine
to generate form. Instead of creating form
cofounder Kevin Kelly, he demonstrated
directly through drawing or sculpting, it can
visually that, "While random selection and
be grown or evolved using a-life techniques.
aimless wandering would never produce a
Related to a-life research, a genetic
coherent design, cumulative selection (the
algorithm (GA) is a software process that
Method) could."7 Dawkins called the soft
simulates evolution by creating and chang
ware's design space Biomorph Land. He
ing an artificial genome. As in real genetics,
acknowledges that every biomorph form in
an artificial genome is modified through
this land already exists mathematically as a
crossbreeding and mutation. Crossbreeding
sequence of variables within a finite set,
(or sexual reproduction) uses a combination
but he insists that the experience of evolv
of genes from two parents to form a unique
child. Parts of the genome of each parent are ing form within the software is a creative
used to create a new child with a mix of both. act, because the space is so large and
the search must be directed rather than
Mutation affects a gene in a single creature,
random. Although biomorphs are visually
and this change is transmitted to the next
simple, the project opened the door for
generation. In nature, mutation can result
other researchers, including William
from a copying error or radiation, among
Latham and Karl Sims, to create more fully
other events. In a-life, mutation is simulated
realized visual projects.
by changing one or more characters of the

Artificial life (a-life) has different goals from
artificial intelligence. While Al focuses on
higher-level cognitive functions.-adife imi
tates biological phenomena to simulate
reflexes, behaviors, and evolution. The goals
of a-life are to simulate life as it exists and
to explore new categories of life. In his book
Artificial Life: The Quest for a New Creation,
Steven Levy describes the context:

simulated genome. The primary advantage
of evolution within a software environment

Evolved Virtual
Creatures, by Karl
Sims, 1994
Evolved virtual crea
tures compete for the

possession of a cube
within this simulated
world. The winner of
each round of the com
petition receives a

higher score, giving it
the ability to survive
and reproduce.

Crossover and mutation
Crossover uses part of
the genome from each
parent, and mutation is
a random change to one

-164

or more elements of the
genome. Together, they
simulate biological
evolution.

Biomorph,
by Richard Dawkins,
1986
Starting from a single
pixel in the upper-

left, the form at the
bottom evolved through
many generations, each
with only a single
genetic mutation.
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Karl Sims' Evolved Virtual Creatures, which
he created in 1994, was a breakthrough in
a-life. The project is so convincing that it
remains relevant over fifteen years later.
Through software, Sims was able to simulate
the evolution of creatures to perform dif
ferent tasks, such as swimming, walking,
jumping, and following. Eventually he added
the ability for two creatures to compete
against one another to control possession of
a cube. He did this by simulating the basic
physical properties of gravity, friction, and
collision, and then building creatures that
could evolve at amazingly fast rates through
crossbreeding and mutation. The genotype
of his creatures is a directed graph, and the
phenotype is a hierarchy of 3-D parts.
W/

and limited joints, they had the essence of
living, self-motivated animals. GAs are an
emerging technique for solving real-world
design problems that are well suited to
optimization. The X-band antenna devel
oped by NASA in 2004 is a clear example.
Designing an antenna by hand is time
and labor intensive, and therefore expen
sive. In contrast, software can be used to
design a better antenna in less time. NASA
describes the process:
Our approach has been to encode an
antenna structure into a genome and
use a GA to evolve an antenna that
best meets the desired antenna perfor
mance as defined in a fitness function.
Antenna evaluations are performed
by first converting a genotype into an
antenna structure, and then simulat
ing this antenna using the Numerical
Electromagnetic Code (NEC) antenna
simulation software.8

"NASA Evolvable Systems
Group, Automated Antenna

leg
^
segment

Design," http://ti.arc.nasa.gov/
projects/esg/research/antenna.
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htm.
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At each generation, some creatures were
allowed to survive and reproduce based on

to present a personal
interpretation of
nature's process,

X-Band Antenna,
by NASA, 2004
This unexpected antenna
design was developed
using a genetic algo
rithm. The fitness

John Frazer's 1995 book An Evolutionary
Architecture presents the genetic algorithm
as a technique for creating novel forms that
bridge the form-function divide. Theorist
Karl Chu has explored the intersection of

swim, walk, jump, or follow? To communicate
the results, Sims produced an appealing

for exploring possible futures.

series of short animations that featured the

development of plantlike
structures, based on
native Australian
species. Unlike natural
selection, McCormack
influenced the selection

GAs and evolutionary thinking have
played an important role in contempo
rary architectural theory and practice.

their fitness, how well they performed the
current task. For example, how well did they

creatures in action. The most fascinating
aspect of the project was the diversity of
strategies the creatures developed to meet
their goals. Despite the primitive geometry

# 4. "by Jon McCormack,
2002
Using an evolutionary
process, McCormack
explored the growth and

NASA claims that generated designs
have the potential to outperform those
designed by expert engineers. Additionally,
the generated antennae often have radi
cally different forms compared to those
designed by hand. In general, GAs have the
potential to find unique forms that more
traditional design approaches overlook.

function was determined
based on performance
criteria, and each gen
eration was tested with a
software simulator.

computer and genetic code as an avenue
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SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
CELLULAR AUTOMATA
A cellular automata (CA)
is a grid of cells, with the
behavior of each cell defined
by a set of rules. CAs are
remarkable for their ability to
demonstrate unexpectedly
complex behavior based
on a small group of simple
rules. The simplest CAs are
of the one-dimensional type
invented by Stephen Wolfram
in the early 1980s. Each cell
is either white or black (also
referred to as alive or dead).
Over time, the cell becomes
white or black by following
a few rules. For example, if a
cell is white but has one black
adjacent cell, it changes to

ID Cellular Automata,
Rule 110,
by Stephen Wolfram,
1983
This set of rules pro
duces what Wolfram

categorizes as "class
IV behavior." This
means that the pattern
is neither completely
random nor repetitive.
Seen as a diagram, the

rule for the current
pattern is:
111 110 101 100 011 010 001 000

1 1 i 1 1 i 1 J J
0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

CURRENT PATTERN
NEW STATE FOR CENTER CELL

ZZ-IM4 Museum Model,
by Mike Silver, 2004
This entry for a compe
tition sponsored by San
Jose State University's
Museum of Art and Design

was designed using
AutomasonMP3, a custom
software application
that generates brick
patterns linked to simpie concrete structures,

~

^

black. Each generation of cells
is drawn below the previous
generation so one sees the
complete history of life and
death within a single image.
Remarkably, some of the pat
terns discovered by Wolfram
have a striking resemblance
to patterns found in nature.
CAs have the astounding abil
ity to emulate many properties
of living systems within an
incredibly constrained set of
rules. The most famous CA
is John Conway's Game of
Life; this 2-D CA has inspired
countless projects within the
visual arts.

AutomasonMP3 also con
StarLogo Slime Mold
tains a voice synthesiz Aggregation Simulation
er that enables masons
This simulation mimics
to convey and receive
the behavior of slimeaudible block-stacking
mold organisms as they
commands in the field.
follow pheromones to

form groups. Each simu
lated organism is rep
resented as a red dot,
and their pheromones are
shown in green.

SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
SWARMS
We're all familiar with the
surprising phenomenon
of a school of fish zipping
through the water, turning
a s a group in a fraction of
a second. Software simula
tions for swarming, flocking,
and crowd behaviorintrQr
duce the ideas of agents to
represent each bee, fish, or
person. Each agentjollows
a set of rules that define its
behavior in relation to its local
environment. For example,

in the Boids software, writ
ten by Craig Reynolds, each
agent follows three clear
rules: steer to avoid crowd
ing local flockmates, steer
toward the average heading
of local flockmates, steer to
move toward the average
position of local flockmates.
The complex swarming pat
terns seen in the images on
this page emerge from these
basic rules.

</>

Aggregation 4,
by Andy Lomas , 2005
This form was built
from a gradual
accumulation of
particles on top of

an initial surface.
In the simulation,
millions of particles
flow freely until they
hit either the initial
seed surface or other

particles that have
been previously
deposited.

Fox Horror,
by Robert Hodgin and
Nando Costa, 2007
Using the Boids rules
(created by Craig
Reynolds) as a founda
tion, Hodgin wrote a

parameterized perfor
mance tool for Costa,
who then used the
tool to choreograph
animation and create
composites with it
using video footage.

Swarm Urbanism,
by Kokkugia, 2008
In an attempt to rethink
urban planning, the
firm Kokkugia applied
the logic of swarms to
develop a plan for the

Melbourne Docklands.
Using swarms in this
way, they hope to create
a more dynamic plan that
is adaptable and better
fits the needs of the
inhabitants.

Simulate
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SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
UNNATURAL SELECTION
Just as a painter chooses
which work to exhibit, or a
novelist chooses which sen
tence to cut, systems that
generate form often need
some rubric by which to
measure success. This can
be either implicit (left to the
whims of the designer) or
explicit (part of the system).
Cases where there are clear
requirements for performance,
structure, or fidelity lend
themselves to encoding these
requirements directly into the

The Resolution Wall,
"by Gramazio & Kohler
with the Architecture
and Digital Fabrication
department at ETH
Zurich. 2007

Constructed by a robot,
this wall is composed
of aerated concrete
blocks with a dimen
sion ranging from 5 to
40 centimeters (1.9 to

15.7 inches). Smaller
blocks allow for finer
detail, but building
with larger blocks is
faster and therefore
more cost effective.

In a student course, a
genetic algorithm was
developed to evolve a
design with a good bal
ance between aesthetic
detail, construction

time, and structural
stability.

evolutionary computation,
by moh architects, 2006
The design of this tower
emerged from a process
utilizing evolutionary
and genetic computing to
create a structurally

sound form. This tech
nique creates unity of
form and structure, and
it eliminates the need to
post-optimize a design
to meet structural
demands.

Strandbeest,
by Theo Jansen,
1990-present
Jansen has worked
for over a decade to
create a population
of artificial animals

system. In this way, simula
tions can run autonomously,
first generating, then testing,
and so on, until an optimal
candidate is reached. It is
not always possible or desir
able, however, to achieve
this level of autonomy. Often
the designer acts, as William
Latham has described it as a
"gardener," choosing favorite
specimens and culling weeds
to encourage the system to
grow in a desired direction.

to survive unassisted
on the beaches of
the Netherlands. The
skeletons of these
creatures are completely
constructed of plastic
tubing, are powered by

wind, and they can secure
themselves to the ground
in a storm. A genetic
algorithm was written to
optimize the lengths of
the bones.

CODE EXAMPLES
PARTICLES

UUUt tXAIVlr LE5
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Particle systems are an essential technique for simulating
nature. These systems can replicate the look and behavior of
water, fire, smoke, explosions,
clouds, fog, hair, fur, stars,
and more. In a basic particle
system, each element has a
position and a velocity. In more
advanced systems to simulate
water or the movement of stars,
each particle is influenced by
virtual forces such as gravity
and friction. A particle can be
rendered on-screen as either a
single pixel, a small image, or a
3-D object.

This basic particle system is
created by making multiple
copies of a simple particle,
Each particle stores Some
information about itself: its
position in space, velocity, and
acceleration. At each step in
the simulation, every particle
calculates its next location
using its current position,
velocity, and acceleration,
Finally, each particle is drawn
to the screen and the process
repeats.

DIFFUSION-LIMITED AGGREGATION

W
.)

5

,
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Diffusion-limited aggregation
(DLA) is a process for generating organic forms from a few
simple rules. Particles mov
ing through space, typically
in a pattern called a random
walk, stick together when they
collide. The form is built up
overtime as more and more
k particles collide and clump
together. The aggregate form
often has a complex, branching
.J structure.
Jj

The process begins with a
fixed seed. Next, virtual par
tides are created and begin
to move through the space.
The motion of each particle
is created by choosing a new
random direction and moving
a short distance at each step
of the simulation. When the
particle moves, it checks to
see if it has collided with the
seed or another fixed particle.
If it collides with either, it stops
moving and becomes part of
the growing form.
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